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“Perception and Entropy” Matt Gustafson 
(remix as reframe example) 
Questions to Consider For Discussion and Reflection 
In the following example, Gustafson took his own finished essays and then treated it as if he was 
annotating an analysis, similar to the sample papers you have probably seen in textbooks. This 
analysis became the basis for later revisions. Gustafson also wrote a short reflective essay about 
this experience.  
Notice how his perspective changes by treating the original essay as if it were written by 
someone else, as if this was an article assigned for analysis. Even though this was a “finished” 
essay, the new context allowed the student to view the work quite differently. That’s the point of 
remixes--looking at material in a different way changes the work.  
Let’s look at this remix (called “reframes” in this particular class). The original essay is in 
regular font; the “reframe” comments are in italics. As you read this example, consider: 
 How does this process change the essay even for the author? 
 How does this student find new elements of her own writing that she previously had 
missed? How does changing the format in these “reframes” change the student’s 
perspectives seemingly so dramatically? What’s at work here? 
 How might you use this process to analyze your own work and/or to revise it? 
 What light does the reflective letter shed on the revision process? 
 
Perception and Entropy by Matt Gustafson 
We have choices about everything that happen in our lives, especially how we react or interact 
with other people without even knowing it. Wallace and Cole prove that, after reading their ideas 
my perception has changed towards life in general because now I see I can live it in an entirely 
different and healthy way. (The author states a point that we have choices without knowing it, 
there is no evidence to immediately support this and he should add some, he needs to limit the 
topic sentence to one sentence. Proper sentence structure needs to be considered, could 
potentially be worded in a different way) It is a natural human setting to set ourselves as the 
center of the universe, you think or want to think you know everything and without knowing it 
we fill our own lives with chaos only because we fail to recognize we put no effort in to avoid it. 
(The author’s main point is a little underdeveloped because it drags on without getting to the 
point or providing examples, the author is attempting to explain that we consider ourselves as 
the center of the universe and that we fill our own lives with chaos. Could potentially connect to 
TS but needs development and clarity) The evidence for this is obvious, you’ve never judged 
anyone without even knowing them first? You’ve never had a messy desk or room and said 
you’ll clean it later? Have you ever been cut off while driving and gotten angry without even 
considering what could be happening in the vehicle that cut you off? (The author somewhat 
provides evidence by asking rhetorical evidence but should consider adding non-rhetorical 
pieces of evidence from the text that provides clarity on how these examples connect to the main 
point otherwise it does not flow) Wallace and Cole presented things that happen every day in a 
different perspective than what we have all see or experienced. This new perception will allow us 
to experience a new and healthy lifestyle. (The author does not connect the TS or the CS very 
well: does not flow,, possible language problem, there could also be a counter argument based 
on the TS and CS, the author fails to introduce three main points into the introduction) 
Perception affects how our lives turn out, we can be increasingly more miserable every day 
because we hate our jobs or choose to look at the bright side of things and do something about it. 
(The author states that we can control our happiness in our jobs or even our everyday lives by 
changing our point of view to see differently) Cole presented this scientifically abstract idea of 
entropy by explaining it is how life works and there is no way to avoid it. (Main point is unclear 
and underdeveloped, also could lead to a counter argument, too much going on in main point, 
way to complex, dumb it down for clarity) “Children's rooms, left on their own, tend to get 
messy, not neat. Wood rots, metal rusts, people wrinkle and flowers wither. Even mountains 
wear down; even the nuclei of atoms decay. In the city we see entropy in the rundown subways 
and worn-out sidewalks and torn-down buildings, in the increasing disorder of our lives” (Cole). 
(The author supports the claim with specific evidence from the text, check proper citation) Cole 
claims that we can beat entropy as long as we apply a constant amount of energy into keeping it 
away from our lives. (The main point is straight to the point with an example from the text that 
needs to be cited, sort of connects with previous main point and should perfectly once it is 
clarified) Entropy is the easy way through life, no energy is required to mess things up and leave 
them messed up but a good amount of energy is needed to put it back together. Entropy clearly 
has a deeper meaning than people had originally thought, how is a little more effort in your day 
to day work or living space going to hurt you?(The author does not get straight to the point, it is 
more summarized and needs in depth explanation, the author is trying to prove a confusing 
argument with little evidence, how does entropy have a deeper meaning?) Fish don’t know what 
water is according to wallace’s story. Something so important to their survival is unknown to 
them, they are just like us. (underdeveloped main point, how exactly are they just like us? This 
main point has jumped in a significantly different direction that the other two, possibly put this 
into a different paragraph or find something that connects more to previous main points) This 
was eye opening because something that we need and use all the time can be brushed off our 
shoulders as if it is nothing. We take these things for granted, like the fact that we are alive at all. 
It is all in perception and we only have one life so why live it negatively? Things like holding 
grudges and arguing over stupid things, have you ever argued over something and after its over 
and you are reflecting you just think like wow that was really stupid.(Some information is not 
needed, just rambling and does not connect with TS, clear examples possibly from the text 
needed, the author provides a more personal example which nobody cares about, give facts and 
exciting evidence that interest the audience) You could change your own perspective and allow 
the people around you to do the same by performing small acts of kindness or preventing clashes 
of some sort and show them how easy it is to avoid conflict, and enjoy life. (The author is trying 
to state that we could change our point of view of everyone around us if we do small acts of 
kindness, TS and CS do not flow, possible language problem, this CS does not connect with main 
points, still on a personal level, provide facts in order for audience to believe this) 
These Wallace and Cole readings have the ability to change their reader’s perception by allowing 
them to accomplish new ways of seeing. They present clear examples and ideas that happen on a 
day to day basis which we all have most likely experienced. (The author states the texts make us 
see in a new way by showing up examples that happen every day and most humans have 
experienced) Say we get cut off in traffic, our initial reaction may to get annoyed or angry, beep 
the horn a few times, shout, maybe swear a little bit. That is the wrong perception according to 
Wallace and we can control that. We do not know what is going on in that car someone could be 
bleeding to death or have an injured passenger or child which is causing that driver to cut us off, 
maybe their in more of a rush that we are. Once our life settles down after college it will start to 
become repetitive, wake up, go to work, come home and make dinner, do it all over the next day. 
Maybe one day on the way home from work you stop at the store for some groceries and there is 
a few kids running around the store wreaking havoc in the aisles and annoying customers. Their 
father is waiting in line not saying a word to them, clearly this is unacceptable and your tired, 
hard working, rundown self will not put up with it so you decide to confront the man about it. 
Once you do he breaks down crying saying their mother just died in the hospital and he does not 
know what to do anymore. Immediately your your anger is going to disappear right? Offer to 
help, pay for his groceries, entertain the kids, perform an act of kindness to make up for your 
ignorant decision caused by an inaccurate perception. (Only need 1-2 sentences, cut down 
summarizing, way too long of a personal evidence based argument, need solid facts from text not 
what author has experienced but what everybody reading this has experienced, this could lead to 
counter arguments) Entropy is an inevitable chaos that will forever shadow over our lives. (The 
author puts entropy is an interesting context that has good literature and could potentially 
attract audience to read more) Entropy is chaos that is constantly knocking on the door and 
refusing to leave, it’s like a desk that has not been built yet, it is just going to lay there in the 
room all jumbled up on the floor collecting dust, a pile of chaos. With a little effort it can 
become a nice useful desk that will cause its own entropy but the same amount of energy you 
applied to put it together can be to it every day which will prevent it become a mound of chaos 
that is more stressful than college papers. (Needs example from cole to provide solid evidence, 
interesting analogy but could come up with something better that applies more to the audience, 
the build up with the main point was good until the personal examples ruined it) Perception has 
the ability to change lives and make them more enjoyable, imagine lending a helping hand to 
someone on the verge on suicide without knowing it, you just potentially saved their life. You 
never know what is going on inside someone internally, act as is they are made of glass. 
(Language problem, does not flow or connect with TS, only one sentence for CS that connects all 
of this paragraphs main points and TS) 
Our natural setting is to put ourselves as the center of the universe, this is false because we most 
certainly are not. When we act so selfish all the time the world falls apart, if everyone recognized 
that then this world would be an entirely different place. (Ts should be one sentence, get to the 
point, rambling, how would the world be an entirely different place? How would the world fall 
apart?) The fact that both Wallace and Cole can relate to our personal lives and show how 
simple it would be to change our perception allowing us to make our lives and the lives around 
us more enjoyable is reason enough to change your perception right now. (Less personal, the TS 
and main point do not connect, evidence needed for the “reason to change right now” what if 
changing perception didn't make lives more enjoyable?) If someone is doing something to annoy 
you like not controlling their kids, put yourself in their shoes before coming to a conclusion 
about them and even then you will not have all the facts. We are not the center of the universe, 
our actions affect the people around us as theirs do us, the world would be an amazing place if 
everyone acted that way. Entropy is one of those soccer (futbol) games in which neither team can 
score and it goes into over time, at this point both teams are exhausted. This is when your 
perception is important, you can either play through your exhaustion and win or take the easy 
path and succumb yourself to a life of disorder or loss. Most people take the easy way which is 
letting entropy win, don’t be like everyone else, be the difference you want to see in the world. 
(Only 1-2 sentences needed, stop summarizing, once again personal, need solid pieces of 
evidence from the texts with proper citation in order to interest an audience and potentially 
change their views on something) Wallace's speech is all about changing our perception to see 
the good side of things or to at least think of the options we have before we act.What reason do 
we have not to? These are our default settings but why not change them? The world is not 
against self-centeredness in fact it craves it. We can be the change in the cravings of the world, 
greed and self worship sounds much worse than being humble and compassionate. (Repetitive 
with last paragraph, reread and edit, the TS and CS do not flow with last main point, language 
problem , rhetorical questions not very impactful, how does the world crave self-centeredness?) 
These writings have caused a change in my attitude towards life and others as it should all others 
that have common knowledge enough to understand it. I will no longer judge a book by it’s 
cover or be quick to assume something about anyone because I do not know what is going on in 
their lives. As a college student it is easy to let entropy fill my life and to not care about how my 
actions affect other people. After reading Cole and Wallace’s writing, I will no longer let that 
happen, I realize there is no point in letting chaos fill my already full life especially when I can 
prevent it. I will also be more conscious about what I do in public because I never know what is 
going on internally in anyone, one word could potentially make or break a human. Each day I 
realize how many opportunities I have to make someone’s day better even if it is as simple as 
holding a door for them. My eyes have truly been opened and I can see a whole new world that 
hopefully all you will as well. We have all been lazy, we have all judged and assumed things 
about people without even knowing them, it is time to change and thanks to the writings of 
Wallace and Cole we now know just how easy it is to do so, if there is ever to be a change in the 
world, it starts with us. (Conclusion needs to end with final argument instead of personal 
opinion, the “OH SHIT” moment in the essay where the author amazes his readers and makes 
them entirely agree or disagree with him. This just states authors opinion without convincing 
anyone, the final argument is the home run hit, ABSOLUTELY NEEDED, conclusion also needs 
three main points and connecting TS and CS which this does not, the author has personalized 
this out of belief and needs to rewrite it using PROPERLY sourced evidence from the text in 
order to “aww” his readers and accomplish his attempt at making people see life in a new way) 
Reframe Reflection 
The paper 1 assignment, I found was very difficult, at least in my head it was. I just learned this 
new concept of actually knowing and making it clear what my topic sentences and main points 
were. Before I had just written to no end in hopes that my professor would figure it out 
themselves. The Wallace and Cole readings, which the paper was about, both presented ideas, 
arguments, examples and evidence that challenge typical perceptions. Basically my mind was 
blown at the thoughts of these writers. I thought how in the world am I supposed to write a paper 
that amounts to anything as amazing as what I just read? The difficulty only increased with 
actually having to identify three main points in each paragraph. In class it was stressed that 
content was the problem in most papers, I never agreed more. In order to solve this content 
problem it was necessary to write down all the things I found insightful, interesting, cool, etc 
from these two writings. Unfortunately I ignored that advice and would later regret it. After 
spending several hours writing what I thought was a good paper, I turned it in only to receive a 
C. This frustrated me, I thought my writing was at least a B seeing I made it through high school 
with decent grades in my writing courses. After reframing my own assignment I realized that it 
was pretty garbage. I used minimal evidence to support my claims and had terrible sentence 
economy. Rarely did my topic sentences match with my conclusion sentences or get supported 
by my main points, I opinionated most of it therefore making unconvincing and lose all the credit 
of what little evidence was there. It was a content problem, I just didn’t have enough information 
to make proper convincing essay. A couple weeks pass and I take in every class with an open 
mind, ready to accept any concept thrown my way. With the final research paper draft coming 
due I knew from past errors what had to be done. Several hours each day worth of research gave 
me enough content to write a book. I was bursting with information and at that point I was 
excited, I thought what could I bring to the table that nobody else in class could have found. By 
the time we had to turn in our outline I was ready to write this paper, I had good evidence, cool, 
interesting, insightful things etc. My problem was limiting the content to fit the proper format of 
the paper because I had so much. The difference between my first and second paper that led from 
failure to success is that I was invested in the research and I applied what I had learned in class to 
my writing. It was not just the teachings of the professor but his selections of what the class had 
to read. Eiseley, Wallace, Cole, Gould, and Nietzsche all had such interesting views on concepts 
in everyday life, to me it was very interesting. I wanted to learn more and that helped with the 
research because I was hungry for information that I could learn and then display to my readers 
in a way that was easy to understand.  
